Applications which use human speech as an input require a speech interface with high recognition accuracy. The words or phrases in the recognised text are annotated with a machineunderstandable meaning and linked to knowledge graphs for further processing by the target application. This type of knowledge representation facilitates to use speech interfaces with any spoken input application, since the information is represented in logical, semantic form., retrieving and storing can be followed using any web standard query languages. In this work, we develop a methodology for linking speech input to knowledge graphs and study the impact of recognition errors in the overall process. We show that for a corpus with lower WER, the annotation and linking of entities to the DBpedia knowledge graph is considerable. DBpedia Spotlight, a tool to interlink text documents with the linked open data is used to link the speech recognition output to the DBpedia knowledge graph. Such a knowledge-based speech recognition interface is useful for applications such as question answering or spoken dialog systems.
Introduction
A speech interface to any application involves speech recognition, transcript interpretation and semantic representation useful for the target application. Speech recognition is the process of recognising the spoken utterance and generating the transcription of the audio input. The transcription has to be interpreted to understand the meaning of the sentence. Interpreting a sentence involves parsing a sentence and representing its linguistic constituents using a machine-processable semantic knowledge representation formalism. While there are a number of knowledge representation formalisms (e.g. frames, topic maps), the currently prevailing semantic representation employs atomic facts (or statements) represented as Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples. RDF triples consist of subject, predicate and object, where entities at subject or object position are connected via properties at the predicate position (all identified using URI/IRIs). This type of semantic representation makes it easy for the target application to derive the meaning in the recognised transcripts and facilitates the integration of the speech interface component into the target application.
Based on RDF, the Linked Data paradigm [1] aims at connecting related data on the Web by reusing and referring to existing data and schema elements using the respective IRI/URI identifiers. Interlinking the output of a speech recogniser to Linked Open Data (LOD) has the advantage of leveraging the comprehensive background knowledge meanwhile available on the Web of Data. The Linked Data paradigm provides an easy mode to share, re-use and interlink data. This helps a speech interface component to be dynamically used for various applications with human speech as input. Linking text to LOD increases the discoverability of information [2] in the context of the spoken utterance.
To the best of our knowledge there is no prior work on directly leveraging knowledge graphs for speech recognition. However, knowledge graphs were, for example, used for spoken response and for language modeling. For spoken response, [3] shows how Linked Data can be used for a voice-based mobile phone application. Using a knowledge graph for natural language processing, in particular, for language modeling is introduced in [4] . The authors propose a method which uses factual knowledge in the knowledge graph and is able to predict unknown entities. To the best of our knowledge, in existing speech interface systems the use of knowledge graphs for semantic grounding of speech recognition is not explored. However, some initial recent efforts to use a knowledge graph for language understanding are presented in [5, 6, 7] .
In this article, we are extending the idea of using a knowledge graph for language understanding to speech interfaces and study the effects of speech recognition errors on the linking process. We recognise the spoken utterance followed by entity annotation and entity linking to the knowledge graph. As a result the grounding of the recognised text in the knowledge graph can be exploited for error detection and applications such as voice-based semantic search, question answering or spokendialog systems.
The main contributions of this work are: 1. A novel approach for a knowledge-graph-based speech interface which can be applied to applications with speech input, e.g. Question Answering and Spoken Dialog Systems 2. Demonstration of the use of a knowledge graph for automatic speech recognition and study of the effects of recognition errors on the knowledge graph interface. Also, with this work we do a first step towards the integration of the two still largely independent research domains: Semantic Web and Automatic Speech Recognition.
Motivation
Current speech recognition systems still produce output which contains recognition errors. It is very difficult to train a recogniser for all the entities in a particular language. Recognising entities is an important factor in applications such as question answering and spoken dialog systems. Most of the time, the recogniser is built in a way such that an unrecognised word is substituted with a similar sounding word within a given context. Given two entities, predicting a third entity is straightforward if the combination of those three entities constitutes a triple in a knowledge graph. Consider a sentence with three entities, if a wrong entity is substituted in the speech recognition process, replacing that with the more appropriate one available in the knowledge graph intuitively reduces the recognition errors. A connection in the underlying knowledge graph between entities linked to words in a sentence provides evidence about the logical connection of these entities and thus about the probability of relatedness between the words. In addition, the entity description in the knowledge graph provides information about further entity attributes. A systematic analysis and usage of links to an underlying knowledge graph and connections within the graph can result in improved recognition accuracy.
For example: Consider the sentence "Berlin is the capital of Germany.", which can be represented in logical triple form as (<Berlin, capital, Germany>). The entities referred to in the above sentence are Berlin and Germany both connected through the property capital. Figure 1 shows how the connection information in the knowledge graph can be related to the words annotated in the N-best list. There is an erroneous substitution in the 1 st best list of the sentence, instead of Berlin, Barline word is substituted. If the other two words are correctly recognised and linked to respective entities, then by considering the knowledge graph triple above connecting Berlin and Germany, it is possible to identify the error and replace the wrong substitution with the correct one.
Linking Speech to Knowledge Graphs
A speech interface to applications with speech as input involves recognising and interpreting the spoken utterance. In the proposed approach for a speech interface, we are connecting entity references in the output of a speech recogniser to entity descriptions represented as RDF triples contained in a triple store.
After transcribing the audio input, entity annotation and entity linking are performed in the process of grounding the speech transcription in the knowledge graph. The use of a knowledge graph in various stages of a speech interface is shown in Figure 2. In the speech recognition phase, the entity descriptions contained in the knowledge graph can be used to extend the vocabulary with domain-specific terms or provide a fact-based language model. During the interpretation of the transcript, entity references in the text are linked to corresponding entity descriptions and typed with respective classes in the knowledge graph. Finally, the semantic representation can either involve the detection of existing triples in the knowledge graph representing the meaning of the spoken utterance or discovering new triples by extracting relations between entity references.
Linking Framework. Linking speech input to a knowledge graph involves recognising the spoken input, identifying the words in the recognised sentence which are referring to entities in the knowledge graph and linking them to the corresponding entity descriptions in the knowledge graph. The linking framework is described in Figure 3 . Speech recognition can be described as a function mapping from a sequence of observations into a sequence of words. The sequence of observations are the features extracted from the audio signal. Let O = {o1, o2, . . . , oM } be a set of observation sequences and W = {w1, w2, . . . , wN } be a set of words. The probability of recognising the word sequence given the observation sequence can be written as,
W signifies the word with highest probability for a given observation sequence. However, P (W |O) is difficult to obtain directly and hence we can use the Bayes' rule,
In Equation 2, P (W |O) is the a posteriori probability of predicting the word sequence given the observation sequence, P (O|W ) is the likelihood probability (i.e. acoustic model) and P (W ) is the a priori probability of the word sequences (i.e. language model). The term P (O) can be neglected since it remains constant. Hence Equation 1 becomes,
A knowledge graph comprises (subject, predicate, object) triples which connects nodes or vertexes (i.e. subject and object) via edges (predicate). A statement is represented as a triple as < ei, r, ej >, where ei and ej are entities (e.g. a Person or an Actor) and r is the relation between both (e.g. spouse of or played in movie). Such statements follow the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which is a W3C standard for knowledge representation. Based on these triples, an RDF graph can be built where each entity (e.g. a Person) is described by a number of triple statements having the entity as subject and linking it to other entity descriptions (e.g. relatives or movies). In addition, attributes can be used to attach further information as literal values (such as text labels, birth dates) to the entities.
One of the most commonly used knowledge graphs is DBpedia [8] , which represents statements extracted from Wikipedia. It comprises more than 1 billion triples describing more than 20 million entities covering all domains present in Speech Recognition
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Berlin is the capital of Germany ). An excerpt of DBpedia knowledge graph is shown in the right portion of Figure 1 . The words in the recognised sentence which are also entities in the knowledge graph have to be identified. This can be done using a simple string matching algorithm between recognised words and entity labels. If there is no exact match, the linking algorithm is expected to find the most relevant entity label. We are framing the problem of entity annotation as a probabilistic model. Entity annotation inherently assumes that both entity annotation and entity linking is done simultaneously since the annotated entities are linked to a knowledge graph. Let E = {e1, e2, . . . , eK } be the set of entity resources in a knowledge graph. Then the probability of linking the word sequence to the entities is the probability of finding the most relevant entity in the knowledge graph entity resources which can be written as P (E|W ). The probability of predicting an entity resource for a given word can be written as,
Deducing the above equation using Bayes' rule as in Equation 2  and Equation 3 we obtain,
The likelihood probability P (W |E) can be obtained by any statistical modeling methods and P (E) is the a priori probability of the entity resource. Apart from probabilistic approach, there are several other ways of matching a word sequence to entity resource. Exact match models and vector space approaches are a few to mention.
Implementation
The entity annotation has to be performed in such a way that textual entity references are connected to the triples in a knowledge graph. We are using DBpedia Spotlight [2] for that purpose. DBpedia Spotlight is a tool for interlinking text documents with Knowledge Graphs which enables to use the knowledge embedded in the documents for relevant applications. It automatically annotates the text documents and connects those to DBpedia entities (identified via URIs). Details on spotting the phrase in a sentence, candidate selection, disambiguation and configuration are presented in [2] .
DBpedia Spotlight computes scores such as prominence, topic pertinence and contextual ambiguity. Prominence computes how many times a resource is mentioned in Wikipedia. A term called support is used for prominence and priorscore for normalised prominence score in DBpedia Spotlight software. Topic pertinence measures how relevant the annotated resource is to the DBpedia resource. It uses the similarity score from the disambiguation step to compute the relevance. It is called percentageOfSecondRank in the DBpedia Spotlight software. If the topical relevance to a paragraph has more than one candidate, then it might be hard to disambiguate. The relative difference of the topical relevance between the first and second candidate resource gives the contextual ambiguity score (contextual score in DBpedia Spotlight) which helps to know by how much the first and second candidate resources are confused. A combination of all these scores is called finalScore.
Experimental Evaluation
We are using the Wall Street Journal (LDC93S6A and LDC94S13A) and the TED-LIUM corpus for training and evaluation of the ASR performance, and the Kaldi [9] toolkit for development. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus mainly consists of broadcast news read by journalists and recorded using a single channel microphone with a sampling frequency of 16kHz. A sample sentence looks like "In Tokyo foreign exchange trading yesterday the yen increased against the dollar". The TED-LIUM corpus was created from TED talks and their transcripts on the website [10] with a sampling frequency of 16kHz. A TED-LIUM sample sentence looks like "i'd like to share with you a discovery that i made a few months ago while writing an article for italian wired i always keep my thesaurus handy whenever i'm writing anything but".
Details on the number of sentences used for testing, the ASR performance and the number of entities annotated in the reference and test sentences are presented in Table 1 . The WSJ test set have shown better recognition performance compared to TED-LIUM. The reference and the test sentences are annotated using DBpedia Spotlight. As can be seen in Table 1 , the percentage difference in the number of entities between reference and test sentences is relatively small in the case of WSJ compared to TED-LIUM. The number of entities is higher for test sentences since it also contains inserted and substituted words in place of Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words.
The distribution of the difference in the number of entities per sentence is shown in Figure 4 . The difference value is computed by subtracting the number of entities in reference sentence with the number of entities in the test sentence. If the difference value is positive then the number of entities annotated in the reference sentence is larger than in the test sentence which is due to the missing words in the test sentence. Vice versa, if the difference value is negative then the number of entities annotated in the test sentence is larger than in the reference sentence which is due to the inserted and the substituted words in the test sentence. In case of the WSJ (eval92 and eval93), the difference value is equally distributed on both positive and negative axes. Some entities recognised in the reference sentences were not recognised in the test sentences and vice versa. In case of TED-LIUM, the difference value is more shifted towards the negative axis, which in turn means that a higher number of extra The topic pertinence parameter (cf. Section 4) in DBpedia Spotlight gives the relevance score for the annotated word in a sentence wrt. to the DBpedia entity. If the topic pertinence value is higher then the word is more likely to refer to the DBpedia entity. The distribution of the topic pertinence score for WSJ and TED-LIUM corpus along with mean and variance values are shown in Figure 5 . If the topic pertinence value is closer to 1.0 then the relevance to a DBpedia resource is stronger. The mean value for reference sentences is greater than for the test sentences which hints about how relevant the annotated words in the reference and test sentences is to the DBpedia entries.
Related Work
In [11] , a framework to tag the BBC programme archive using DBpedia as a source of tag identifiers is proposed. This is done using speech recognition, text processing and concept tagging techniques. These techniques have shown positive signs for bootstraping the interlinking process of the archived content. In [12] , the information presented in the knowledge graph is used to improve the performance of a statistical dependency parser. The focus of the work is on recognition of relations such as coordination and apposition. Apposition is a relation between two adjacent noun phrases and coordination between nouns relates two or more elements of the same kind. In [13] the information about entities encoded in FreeBase notable types is used for relation extraction. FreeBase notable types are simple atomic labels given to entities that indicate what the entity is notable for, and so serve as a useful information source. [14] uses both labeled text data and triples from the knowledge base for relation extraction.
Conclusion
A speech interface to applications with speech as input involves recognising and interpreting the spoken utterance. A knowledge graph based speech interface system which can be used for any application with speech input is discussed. We presented a methodology of linking the speech input to a knowledge graph. Speech recognition, which constitutes the first step of linking, is prone to show errors and its performance is significant for the success of the overall performance of the application it is designed for. In this work, we evaluated the impact of recognition errors on the linking process of speech input to a knowledge graph. We see this work as the first step in a larger research agenda. In particular exploring the use of semantic information from knowledge graphs to improve the recognition accuracy is an extremly promising research direction.
